HOUSE BUILDING AND GENERAL CONTRACTING

A Product of Hard Work

A JCB for Every Task

Home construction is where JCB machines really come into their own and
it comes as no surprise that we are the number one supplier of machinery
to this industry. Gone are the days when fetching and carrying tasks were
undertaken manually on site; health and safety legislation has led to
construction contractors depending more and more on telescopic handlers,
and these have become the main machine of choice for this industry.
But it’s not just the ever-versatile and popular JCB Loadall that’s making its
mark in house building. The JCB construction and JCB Vibromax
compaction ranges give you a comprehensive choice of machines and
attachments covering virtually every site preparation, home construction
and finishing task there is: from tracked excavators, backhoe loaders,
articulated dump trucks and tandem rollers, to compact wheeled loaders,
Micros, minis, site power and lighting, and specialist attachments such as
the Trussmaster.
All our machines and attachments come with JCB’s unrivalled reputation
for world-class quality, innovation and reliability built in. You only have to
see the JCB brand to know that you’re investing in some of the highest
performance, highest quality, hardest working machines available today.
And it’s not just our products that aim to be the best. With a dealer and
parts support network that reaches every corner of the world, we pay just
as much attention to customer service, ensuring that we can deliver the
parts and services you depend on as quickly as humanly possible.
It’s a total house-building package designed to help you operate more
productively, profitably and safely than ever.
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Groundworks &
Roadways
JS tracked excavators provide high breakout
power and lift capacity
ADTs give strength, power and productivity in tough conditions
Backhoe loaders give flexible loading and digging performance
JCB Vibromax range offers a comprehensive choice
of compaction machines
JCB minis have a wide range of attachments for roadside work

The first task on any construction project involves clearing the site and
excavating roadways. And that means moving earth. Built for tough digging
and high productivity earth moving, JCB tracked excavators boast an AMS
(Advanced Management System) for optimum efficiency and profitability,
and a range of bucket sizes to move earth quickly and efficiently. Then, to
take the excavated earth away, you need a JCB articulated dump truck
(ADT). Three models are available, each one delivering genuine strength,
power and performance, even in tough conditions.
For smaller developments, it often makes sense to combine the above two
tasks in one machine; the JCB backhoe loader. It’s the ultimate in flexible
workhorses offering unrivalled loader performance (you can load earth into
a high-sided truck with ease), and superior digging performance.
The next stages involve laying pipe runs (a JS excavator gives maximum
accuracy and safety), compacting aggregate and asphalt (the new JCB
Vibromax compaction range has everything you need, from vibrating plates
and upright rammers to the ride-on tandem roller VMT500), and finally
laying pavements and roadside utilities (a JCB mini can work in confined
spaces and boasts a huge range of attachments, including augers, earth
drills and the essential Kerbmaster).
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Foundations
JS130 valve block technology enhances controllability
AMS gives extra precision and power
3CX 201° bucket rotation equals superb square-end trenching
8045 load-sensed hydraulics turn engine
power into digging performance
All machine cabs offer superb comfort and visibility

Preparing sites for laying foundations also involves moving earth, but here,
rather than speed and brute force, you need real precision if the work is
going to pass the frequent surveyor site tests. This means drafting in morecompact machines that offer superb controllability and visibility.
The JS130 is ideally suited to the task, with: increased hydraulic flow for
improved attachment performance and production cycle times; the latest
technology valve block for added controllability; AMS (Advanced Management
System) for added precision and power when you need it; and a joystickmounted track gear selector so you can change speed without having to
stop what you are doing. Plus, all-round visibility is excellent so you always
have the clearest view of the site and your colleagues.
Depending upon the size of the project, you may also find the larger 3CX
or the smaller midi 8045 useful machines to have around. The JCB 3CX
backhoe loader features 201° bucket rotation for superb square-end
trenching and Extradig for 1.2 metres of added extension. With a Tier 2
46hp engine, the JCB 8045 is very powerful for a midi excavator, and all
this power is transferred into superb digging and tracking performance via
the load-sensed hydraulic system. Both machines offer unrivalled cab
comfort with ergonomic control layouts and fantastic visibility for fatiguefree, safe working all day long.
It’s all about giving you the control, comfort and continuous, smooth operation
you need for completing foundation work as accurately as possible.
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Construction
Loadalls are the first on site in the morning, the last off at night
Extra reach and payload are ideal for precision lifting and placing
JCB sway system makes inserting forks into pallets on uneven ground easier
Superior cab enhances operator comfort for day-long productivity
Superb all-round visibility increases site safety

The range of JCB machines and attachments designed specifically for
house building is huge, but there is one in particular that virtually every
construction contractor (particularly when it comes to the higher builds
that are becoming more and more the norm) will find absolutely
indispensable: the JCB Loadall.
A product of in-depth research and customer feedback, this amazingly
productive, versatile and reliable machine is guaranteed to be the first on
site in the morning and the last off at night. Often described as the site
wheelbarrow, there simply isn’t a fetching and carrying task it can’t do.
Bricks, mortar tubs, plasterboard, internal fittings, piping, wiring... if it comes
on a pallet or can be carried by forks, our telescopic handlers can move it
accurately and safely to exactly where you need it.
The most popular Loadall models for house building are the 533-105,
535-125, 535-140, 540-140 and 540-170. That’s because these machines
give you the extra lift height (10.22m to 16.7m) and payload (3300kg to
4000kg) you need for precision lift and place performance. Every model,
with the exception of the 533-105, also boasts the optional JCB sway
system, which levels the machine when traversing a gradient and makes
inserting forks into pallets on uneven ground much easier.
When you need to count on a machine to keep performing all day, you
also need to make sure the operator can cope with such high levels of
productivity. That’s why JCB Loadalls have a superior, spacious cab with
class-leading noise levels, a fully adjustable suspension seat and steering
column for the most comfortable driving position, ergonomic control
layout and unsurpassed all-round visibility.
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Construction
3CX bucket clears up around the site with ease
3CX with forks places pallets up to two storeys high
Compact Loadalls are ideal for confined areas and feeding larger Loadalls
Remote-controlled aerial work platform is essential for snag work
Trussmaster allows a Loadall to carry and place roof trusses

There’s more to JCB’s construction range than large telescopic handlers. For
a start, there’s the ever-popular and versatile 3CX. After you’ve had it
preparing the site and laying foundations, you can use it with the bucket to
gravel driveways and clear up the inevitable build up of debris, or with forks
to place palletised material up to two storeys high. The possibilities of
this machine are numerous.
Then there are compact Loadalls. The JCB 520-40, 520-50, 524-50 and
527-55 allow you to call on telescopic handler performance in more
confined areas, so they’re perfect for restricted developments, such as
you’ll find in city sites, or they can operate in machine stores and be used
to feed the larger Loadalls.
An alternative to the backhoe loader are the 406 and 409 compact wheeled
loading shovels. The duo are flexible multi-taskers that let you do the jobs
of many machines with just one: handling palletised loads, moving pipes,
rehandling aggregates and sand, back-filling trenches at the roadside, general
cleaning duties and more
The range of JCB attachments is vast and includes a huge choice of buckets,
forks, hooks, sweepers... we’ve even created a Loadall attachment
specifically for carrying roof trusses; the Trussmaster. In addition, the
540-140 and 540-170 can be supplied with a JCB radio remote-controlled
aerial work platform, which allows two men and their tools to reach the
highest parts of the development for any snag work that needs to be done
after scaffolding has been removed. Plus, the handy JCB tipping skip is
pallet-tine mounted so you can move it around the site using any machine
with forks.
And that’s just a small selection from JCB’s comprehensive construction range
designed to provide you with the ideal solution for every building task.
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Site power and lighting
52 generators covering 19 power nodes, from 8 to 600kVA
JCB Dieselmax, Yanmar, Iveco and Scania diesel
engines for optimum performance
Newage-Stamford alternators used across the whole range
Bespoke specification gives you the ideal generator
LT9 lighting tower provides light wherever you require

JCB generators are designed with housebuilding and general contracting
needs in mind, providing essential temporary site power and lighting at every
stage of a project; from initial groundworks to completion.
The complete range covers 19 power nodes from 8 to 600kVA, available as
single or three phase with bespoke builds available up to 2200kVA. As well as
open and canopy versions, we also offer ten models tailored to the rental
market, from 20 to 250kVA. All canopy units and lighting towers come with
single point lift and fork pockets as standard for ease of transport.
When it comes to the diesel engines at the heart of these products, we have
identified the best performers for each generator size. So the smallest use
Yanmar diesel engines, followed by JCB Dieselmax engines, Iveco and Scania
in our larger models. All coupled to a Newage-Stamford alternator fitted
across the range.
Build quality is superb and, as each model is made to order, you can specify
the exact connections you need. A digital control panel as standard on all
models (17kVA and above) lets you programme the system to meet your
engine monitoring and power frequency needs, whilst optional remote
monitoring is available through GSM technology.
Finally, the JCB LT9 lighting tower, with 9m hydraulically operated telescopic
mast, provides 360,000 lumens of white light, to extend the working day on
site. Quick and easy to use, the mast extends to full height within 13 seconds
and can rotate 360˚ to provide light wherever you need it.
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Clean-Up & Finishing
JCB Micro levels ground prior to turfing without compacting soil
Minis excavate and load in confined spaces
Hi-tip Dumpster unloads and loads high-sided skips or drop-sided trucks
Loadall delivers loads across areas you don’t want to damage
Teletruks, with a small footprint and 3.5m lift capacity, are perfect
towards the end of the contract

With the structural work complete, the remaining tasks on site revolve around
cleaning up and adding finishing touches in order to meet the high standards
expected by the developer and consumer. Needless to say, there are JCB
machines and attachments designed with this in mind.
First of all, the JCB Micro. Small enough to fit through a standard doorway,
you can put a Micro though a building or gate into a rear garden where, due
to its light weight and low ground bearing pressure, it’s ideal for levelling
ground, without compacting, prior to turfing.
In fact, the JCB minis are compact enough to carry out excavation and
loading duties in confined spaces or, thanks to zero or minimal tailswing, up
against walls. Add a hi-tip Dumpster into the equation (it can tip to a height
of 1450mm for unloading or loading a high-sided skip or drop-sided truck)
and you have the ideal solution for bringing turf in and carrying material out.
And yet again, the Loadall proves its worth with its ability to reach across
areas you don’t want to damage, such as levelled driveways, with palletised
loads, such as paving slabs.
And finally, another key clean-up performer is the unique JCB Teletruk. It’s
the world’s only counterbalanced industrial lift truck with a telescopic boom
on a very small machine footprint that is still able to lift 3.5 tonnes. And it can
do so much more than ordinary masted industrial forklifts. In particular, near
the end of a contract, when new roads are finished and car and van traffic is
starting to build up, the compact dimensions and manouevrability of a Teletruk
make it perfect for taking over from larger telescopic handlers, which can then
be off-hired or re-deployed to new-starts elsewhere.
Essential attachments here include: planters for putting in trees; augers and
earth drills for putting in fence posts, signs and street furniture; the Kerbmaster
for dealing with kerb stones; and sweepers and sweeper collectors for
cleaning up roads at the end of the day. These can be attached to JCB minis,
skid steers, Loadalls and backhoes for ultimate machine versatility.
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A few words about JCB
A groundbreaking, class-leading
family business with a commitment
to supporting our customers and
protecting the environment

A family company on a global scale. JCB is no ordinary company.
From the dreams of one man, Joseph Cyril Bamford, we have grown into
the world’s biggest privately owned construction company by volume.
Since 1945, the same attention to detail, passion for progress and family
spirit has taken us from strength to strength.
Nowadays JCB operates across all five continents, manufacturing at 17
factories in the UK, Brazil, Germany, China, North America and India.
With 1,500 dealerships and depots selling and supporting our products
in over 150 countries, we are one of the top three manufacturers of
construction equipment with some of the finest engineering facilities in
the world.
A history of world-class innovation. Our business has always been
driven by innovation, using only the most advanced technology, components
and processes, meticulous design and rigorous testing. In heavy products
this has meant one of our largest investments to date, £40 million, into a
new factory dedicated to producing large excavators. Here, with a team of
industry experts and machine specialists, we’re designing and developing
the heavy machinery of the future.

Sustainability in all we do. As a manufacturer of working machinery,
operating in both established and emerging markets, we accept the
challenge of helping to deliver economic and environmental sustainability.
Product innovations that provide the right solutions to our customers
have been a vital part of our history and will be key to our sustainable
future. But in addition to developing cleaner and more efficient machines,
we have a commitment to ensuring our manufacturing facilities meet the
highest environmental standards.
A commitment to our customers that goes on and on. That’s a fact
we remind ourselves of constantly, and it’s the reason our customers are
at the heart of everything we do. Whatever a customer needs, we make it
our mission to provide world-class support and 100% satisfaction.
At the heart of this is a dedication to minimising machine downtime.
So our state-of-the-art World Parts Centre dispatches more than a million
genuine parts and attachments every week, with an ‘Anywhere in 24
hours’ strategy. Our JCB-trained technicians provide excellent, expert
customer care, whether it’s routine servicing or something more urgent.
And we are constantly looking at new, innovative ways to help you get the
most out of your machine.
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The best back-up in the business
Whether we’re providing you with
support, parts or finance, we aim for
100% satisfaction. It’s all part of our
promise to put you, the customer, first

Wherever you are, we are. Our mission to provide world-class

can benefit your business in many ways, from increasing the security of

support and deliver 100% satisfaction reaches into more than 1,500

your machines to improving fleet utilisation. It can also enable your JCB

dealer depots, spanning 150 countries across five continents. The aim?

dealer to view your machine and guarantee timely servicing of your fleet,

To bring you global expertise at a local level. We truly believe no other

improving uptime.

manufacturer does more to understand the subtle differences between
one region of the world and another. It’s a degree of attention that we
maintain at every level of the company and an assurance to our customers
that wherever they are in the world, JCB will fulfil their needs.
Trust the genuine article. At the heart of the support network is our
impressive World Parts Centre, a state-of-the-art facility operating 24/7 to
dispatch more than a million genuine parts and attachments every week to
our dealers and international distribution centres. Because we understand
the need to minimise downtime, we utilise the latest logistics and
warehouse management systems and have committed to an ‘Anywhere in
24 hours’ strategy.
Keeping you up and running. Just as important as genuine JCB parts
are the people who fit and maintain them. Our JCB-trained technicians in
all of those 1,500-plus dealer depots provide excellent, expert customer
care, whether it’s routine servicing or something more urgent. If there is
an emergency breakdown situation, we need to act fast. This is why all
our dealers operate their own fleets of support vehicles, enabling parts to

That’s why, at JCB, we are committed to offering expert financial advice
and support to help customers maximise their earning potential.

be delivered quickly and fitted expertly, and fulfilling our promise to keep

Finance options* are available for new and used machinery, all part of

our customers working.

our dedication to helping customers preserve their working capital while

Advanced technology. At JCB, we are constantly looking at new,
Manufacturing Facilities
Dealers
Parts Distribution Centres

Maximising earning potential. We grow as our customers grow.

spreading costs in the most effective and tax-efficient way.

innovative ways to help you get the most out of your machine. Our latest

And as well as financial help, we are also happy to offer JCB Insurance.*

development is JCB LiveLink, an advanced telematics system using satellite

We specialise in construction and industrial insurance and in offering

and cellular technology that enables you to better protect your machine

Insurance Premium Finance facilities.

and accurately monitor and improve its performance. Using JCB LiveLink

* Please check individual countries for available services.
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